In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Cumulative GPA Dean’s list.

To achieve this honor, each of these students has demonstrated an outstanding level of work over their academic careers to date. This group of students reflects well the high caliber student body of the Kimmel School.

To qualify for the Cumulative GPA Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 cumulative grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on all coursework.

We congratulate these student-scholars on achieving this outstanding academic distinction:

**Freshman**
Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi

**Sophomore**
Wesley Blake Hawn
Jordan Christopher Joseph
Kerrie A Kaiser
Maria Kjelldorff
Cannon Sutton Kramer
Nicholas Donald Lecome
Evans Scott Laudon
Garrett Keith Lewis
Jeffrey Wayne Lucas
Peter J Mueller
Steven Padgett
Jefrey Robert Parlier
Patrick Monroe Robertson
Lee Clark Schreert
Michael Kidane Tedle
Daniel Gerard Thomas
James Herman Toney
Thomas Lee Wellens
Tracy David Young

**Junior**
Edward Shane Angley
Patrick Paul Casper
Jeffrey Kenneth Cochran
Hillary Brooke Fearrington
Christopher Eric Graybeal
Taylor Morris Hall
Justin Brian Harris
David G Hartman
David Alan Hendrick
Eric Lloyd Hollifield
Michael Jordan
Adam Castile Mashburn
Christopher L Matthews
Benjamin Sheldon Mudry
Kristina Beth Ohara
Martin Wayne Peterson
Brittany N Phillips
Williams Pontel
Robert William Sherman Rice
Dylan Lee Riddle
Jacob By Rogers
Jeremy Jason Schermhorst
Joyce Antonette Siqueira
Ricardo Freitas Siqueira
Alan Michael Smith
Joshua Michael Sullivan
William Anderson Todd
Ethan Kyle Ward
Melissa Anne Williams

**Senior**
James Alton Anderson
Marcus Walter Austin
Kevin Matthew Babcock
Christopher Tate Beasley
Phillip Ray Bell
Nolan Ryan Berger
Christopher George Boykin
Rory Michael Branning
Carl Wayne Britt
Buford Burton Broughton
Ashley Vance Chavis
William Bryan Cockman
Zachary Mitchell Crabb
John Maxfield Degrove
Carl Cole Drawlav
Patricia J Edmonds
Bradley Wayne Ellington
Danielle Fiseaux
Leslie Fits
Arthur Boekarre Momo Foh
Dennis Alan Foster
Julie Virginia Fox
Casey R Gentry
Lyndsey M Gentry
Paul John Gilbert
Michelle Ida Gosnell
Richard Lee Greene
Alex Robert Hamilton
Evans Franklin Hanner
Robert J Haskin
Ethan Wayne Hawkins
Phillip Mark Hawkins
Ami Michele Helmstetter
Maria Jean Henderson
Brent Daniel Henley
Zachary William Todd Hishpere
Taylor Thomas Howard
Nathanial L Huff
Timothy Tyler Huffman
Adam Kyle Huggins
Jason Daryl Hunsinger
Caser Tyler Icenhour
Ainhoa Iqenas Diaz
Paul Ryan Isenhour
Christopher Carlos Justice
Brian Michael Lenau
Emily Elizabeth Lynn
Philip Charles Marks
Hermes Esteban Marquinez
Jason Daniel Massey
Edward Albert Matthews
Jerry Thomas McBride
Donald Lee McFadden
Parker Morris McGee
Brandon Tyler Meachum
Larry Dewane Melton
Benjamin David Hogue Miller
Shannon Webster Moser
Zachary Francis Myrzyca
Jane Nichols
Joshua Ryan O’Keefe
Crystina Lee Dawn Ondesiko
Evan Lee Owen
Caden Blenden Painter
Nathan Thomas Pierce
John Edward Raum
Richard William Restall
Charles Ray Roach
Chris O Roberts
Casey S Roberts
Nathan Lawrence Sawyer
Patrick Allen Schneider
Samuel C Scott
Christopher A Seager
Samuel Albert Seltzer
Aaron Kent Setner
Steven Randall Sherlin
Andrew J Shermman
Patrick Lee Sherrill
Jennifer Lynn Sigmon
Donovan Matthew Smathers
Anthony Lewis Solar
Jimmy R Spurlin
Ryan Timothy Stephenson
Benjamin B Stewart
Carl Heinrich Tannenbaum
Nathan Tyler Thomas
Cheng Xeng Tho
Kris Allen Trouneaud
Graydon Ross VanDament
Richard Harry Vang
Dusty Jay Walker
Theodore Herbert Waltz
Rodney Jonathan Waters
Jared Brian Wheatley
Nathan Blaine White
Jonathan M Williams